ENVISION MODERN IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

With many organisations adopting for a flexible “work from anywhere” approach, a
shift in how organisations view their data security and protection is required. It is no
longer good enough to just employ traditional firewalling techniques.
Cyber criminals are increasingly targeting user identities through sophisticated
social engineering methods to better orchestrate attacks. Organisations therefore
need to adapt their approach to securing identities by adopting advanced
conditional access techniques.
Modern identity management is as much about delivering a flexible, scalable and
easy to consume single sign-on platform as it is about ensuring security.
bluesource’s modern identity management offering – powered by Microsoft Azure
Active Directory – helps organisations deliver secure productivity by focusing on
protecting and governing the identity control plane.

THE TYPICAL CHALLENGES WE HELP SOLVE
√ Organisations are having to support an ever-growing portfolio of software as a
service (SaaS) applications and need to standardise the provisioning and
management approach
√ Users are finding managing multiple logins to different SaaS apps difficult and
inevitably re-use passwords which increases the attack surface and risk profile
√ Organisations are wanting to deliver secure single sign-on solutions
√ The traditional approach to single sign-on using Active Directory Federation
Services requires managing an estate of 4 to 8 server instances, which is time,
space and resource consuming

A bluesource identity management consultant will conduct workshops to showcase
the capabilities of the Microsoft conditional access offering, understand the
organisation’s current approach to single sign on and identity management and
agree the design decision points for the pilot implementation.

Assess the current
ways of working

Design the pilot
phase approach

√ Envision and enable a

secure, flexible and scalable
identity management
platform that can support
almost any cloud-based
SaaS app as well as
on-premises web-based
applications

√ Users need only manage

one identity and
multi-factor token to access
all business applications

√ Access to business

applications and data can
be based on any mix of
application, geo-location,
device and identity risk
factor

√ Our subscription-based

licensing options through
Azure Active Directory
Premium, Enterprise
Mobility & Security or
Microsoft 365 Enterprise
offer true flexibility

GET IN TOUCH
We help organisations
protect, govern, move & manage
their data.

THE BLUESOURCE APPROACH

Envision the art
of the possible

BENEFITS

Deliver the
pilot solution

The output of the workshops will be a modern identity management strategy
report detailing the findings, recommendations and agreed decision points leading
to a pilot implementation of Azure Active Directory conditional access.

Find out how we can help.
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